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What treatments can help improve both
texture and tone?

Miami, Florida
ask dr. trowers

In what ways are you and your
team patient advocates?

I base many of my aesthetic
recommendations on my personal
experience and that of my staff. We
are a living lab; every product and
treatment has been tried by our
staff, so we know what works.

nonsurgical
dermatology

Regardless of what someone comes in for, we reserve 10 minutes for individual
consultations on how, together, we can improve the appearance of their skin.
Unfortunately though, there is no quick fix or a single solution. You must stay the
course and commit to a nonsurgical maintenance program of smart skin care and
injectables. Adjuncts like chemical peels and laser hair removal are also popular
treatments that can further enhance your efforts by refining overall skin integrity.

How do you help patients
discern between different
products and procedures?

Some people get very caught up
in specific treatments instead of
recognizing that something simpler
and less expensive may be equally
effective. My role is to provide my
patients with proper information.
How does your background
serve patients well?

My unusual Jamaican/German
heritage makes me particularly
sensitive to a diverse population
with specific skin-care needs.
But, ultimately, everyone’s goal
is the same—beautiful skin and
a more youthful appearance.

“great skin is the best accessory”
Dr. Andrea Trowers describes herself as someone lucky to be in love with her work. “Even if I won the
lottery, I would be back at work the next day.” Patients referred to Dr. Trowers feel similarly fortunate
to have found this fellowship-trained doctor—not only with a top dermatological pedigree, but a
penchant for giving everyone the opportunity to experience beautiful skin. With an interest in pediatrics,
Dr. Trowers combines traditional dermatology with a thriving cosmetic practice. “My philosophy is that
once people are educated on the principles of skin care, everyone can achieve great skin.”
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services offered

Reading between the lines
When it comes to injectables, Dr. Trowers has a buzzword she uses for her cosmetic patients:
“natural aesthetic.” “My goal is to restore what sun damage, intrinsic aging and weight changes
have stolen,” says Dr. Trowers, who has extensive experience, particularly under the eyes—
where dark bags, crevices and depressions are ever-present. “As we age, we lose fat under our
eyes, resulting in a sunken, tired-looking effect.” Dr. Trowers therefore incorporates a variety of
nonsurgical modalities. “I will adapt my techniques in accordance with one’s respective aging
symptoms, whether they’re related to concave hollows, fine lines or texture irregularities,” says
Dr. Trowers, who chooses to inject herself rather than let another member of her team perform
her filler and Botox procedures. “It gives patients a high degree of security, as they can examine
my face, firsthand.”

Aesthetic Injectables: Botox®,
Restylane®, Juvéderm®, Radiesse®,
Dysport™ and Perlane®
Melasma and Facial Discoloration
Therapies
Laser Hair Removal
Chemical Peels
Facial Rejuvenation
Microdermabrasion
Customized Skin-Care Regimens
Medical Dermatology
Pediatric Dermatology

about dr. trowers

Why did you become a dermatologist?
The motivating factor was the challenges I faced with my own skin. In dermatology there are a
number of conditions that can be cured, rather than just managed, which was a really strong
differentiating factor as well.
What fascinates you most about the human body?
The skin, of course.
How do you spend your free time when not in the office?
I really like reading, trying new restaurants and cardio kickboxing.

medical degree

location

contact

Emory University

Miami, Florida

305.899.2511

To learn more about the practice visit
andreatrowersdermatology.com
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